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PRIORITY
Since our thrust in priority is to nurturing your Constitution because the
imminent conspiracy priority is to divest you of it, we have petitioned input as to what you wish next in Journal material.
The choices are between the Anti-Christ, also upon you,
or the growing bondage of the unlawful Constitution being thrust upon
you. I can inform you right up front
that the Anti-Christ will NOT go
away but your Constitution is in grave
danger of doing just that. It is being
eroded by “laws” of local and national
magnitude that will render you helpless in very short order.
I get rebuttal after rebuttal to my expression that the 16th Amendment to
your Constitution is Null and Void
and that the Income Tax as presented
is unlawful as well as the Internal
Revenue Service as a police force and
collection agency. Not so. Am I suggesting that you break the accepted
laws and not pay income taxes? No, I
suggest nothing at this point. I am
here only to point out truth and options some others might have chosen
to utilize.
If, however, a Convention is actualized, there will be NO OPTIONS
what-so-ever for that is the point of
the Constitutional Convention.
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goes into effect on January 1, 1991 in
Oklahoma--approved already and becoming active law: A 96-page state
law (that means you are bound by it
as a citizen of the State): H.B. 1750,
requires all Oklahoma residents to declare EVERYTHING they own to the
tax collector. EVERYTHING means
exactly that, coins, art collections, firniture, guns, business equipment, bank
accounts, household fimiture--everything around your dwelling, be it rental
or owned. Any taxpayer who refuses to
fill out the form and submit it to the tax
assessor by MarEh 15 will be visited by
an assessor. He will first ask permission to enter the home or place of business. If this request is denied, he will be
issued a search warrant (sometimes in
advance of the former). Any property
not previous& listed, or undervalued,
will be assessed a penalty of up to 20%
of its market value. Thti will make
renters into property tar payers--it is
one of the hidden but blatant attempts
at gun control. Guns will be the item
at the top of the listing.
Of course there are investment implications of great magnitude herein.
Get some safe place, even if a safedeposit box (one by a service and not
a bank, preferably)--ACROSS
THE
STATE LINE!
THE TAX COLLECTORS
ARE
HEADED NEXT TO THE WHOLE
OF THE U.S. AS OKLAHOMA, AS
IS TEXAS, A “TEST” CASE.

WELL, HOW BAD IS IT?
Bad enough.

Let me tell you what
‘>
I

i
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BRIEF WORDS TO THE WISE
INVESTOR
For those of you who continue to invest in municipal bonds be cautious
now, as new legislation becomes active and the muni bond market has
been hit with a double whammy. It
doesn’t publicly show yet but probably in the next recession there is going to be tremendous pressure on local municipal government services.
New court decisions have tightened
the noose on well-financed municipalities, for they have opened the
door to a degenerate form of what
you refer to as “revenue sharing”. It is
typical of the new kinds of inspecific
wording loop-holes for the politicians. A judge can now rule lhat a
community’s services, i.e., schools,
hospitals, etc., are “above avera e”7
and therefore unconstitutional.
c
School boards and otlier tax-absorbing bureaucracies
have qow been
given a new lease on life and corruption. By raising taxes, these government units will be hit by supply-side
realities, that of falling revenues.
This threatens the communities’ cxisting bond ratings in poor to moderate risk cities. This adds fuel to the
existing flames. Further, tpis strategy
will strip prosperous communities of
their high ratings--a round robin of
deceit and deterioration.
While many of you like these municipal bonds a lot because they are supposedly
tax exempt;
understand
carefully that they are only income
They are not exempt
-tax exempt.
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from
inflation
or downgrading.
Moreso, if they are found among your
Private Property, such as the new
Oklahoma Law--and bank accounts
and lock boxes are inclusive, they will
ultimately be “income” taxed--even if
in hidden format.
But back to the IRS. I shall give
honor to one Grover Knight, Las Vegas tax consultant and litigation expert, Judi Drummond and Darlene
Sironen, from FOR SOME APRIL
15TI-I IS JUST ANOTHER SPRING
DAY, WINDWORDS, 1989, for they
have given a grand dissertation which
I acknowledge as truth. To cover everyone in the blanket of security I
shall simply quote directly from
FREE FROM BONDAGE???; Some
facts about the IRS. Ones of you who
wish to research further, I suggest you
obtain the literature. We shall, however, go into great and detailed depth
in the forthcoming Journal presentation regarding the subject of federal
taxation as related to the illegal police force and unconstitutionality
thereof. This is a brief introduction
to the subject. If the NEW CONSTITUTION is put into lawful code,
you will be subject to ANYTHING
the government
and conspirators
wish to levy upon you. A WORD TO
THE WISE WILL PERHAPS BE
SUFFICIENT. I chose to hold off of
IRS discussions until after this year’s
filing deadlines in order to prevent
you ones taking foolish actions with
only surface information upon which
to base your actions. I do not practice law upon your place, thank goodness, but I do know the Laws as laid
forth in the Constitution
of the
United States of America and confirmation can be obtained from numerous sources which I will point out
to you in the Journal dealing with the
subject. Further I wanted you removed from the press and hype of
publicity perpetrated upon you at taxtime to build fear and prejudice
within the unknowledgeable public.
We will investigate in the coolness of
objectivity without the heat of emotion poured upon the public behind
lies and innuendo.

QUOTE:
With this year’s tax season upon us,
and in light of information given us
about the world’s economic situation,
perhaps it’s time to take a closer look
at the millions who refuse to pay their
income taxes. What are the penalties? What are the chances of getting
caught?
What are the chances of
winning in court if you do get caught?
As we are beginning to realize, income tax is ILLEGAL. Surprisingly,
it’s no great chore to prove this. You
don’t have to be a lawyer and speak
legalese to discover that America’s
tax system is voluntary! There is no
law on the books anywhere that requires you to pay income taxes, no
law that makes not filing a return illegal.
IRS oficials read@ admit that tax
collech*on is based on voluntary compliance!
Before I share some of these insights
with you, I’d like to issue a strong
warning. We do not recommend that
you stop paying your income taxes
based on what you read in this article
or on the advice of any one book or
other source.
So how is it that millions of Americans, convinced that they are legally
required to file, rush like lemmings to
the sea every April fifteenth?
According to Irwin Schiff, America’s
leading un-tax expert, it’s because the
government has done a spectacular
job of confusing and intimidating the
public into thinking that the tax is
mandatory, not voluntary.
According to Grover Knight, a Las
Vegas tax consultant and litigation
expert, most Americans, unknowand
ingly, self-assess themselves,
confess almost everything about their
private lives, on a form known as the
1040 Individual Tax Return.
We
Americans have been led to believe
that it is mandatory for all Americans
to fill out and send in every year, by
April 15th, a 1040 tax return which is
nothing more than a personal confession sheet! However, more and more
‘b
I
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Americans are waking up to the fact
that federal income taxes are VOLUNTARY.
According to IRS’s own statistics,
about thirty six million people did not
file income tax returns in 1986. Did
you hear that thirty six million people
went to jail? NO! The reasons these
Americans did not file 1040 tax returns are many, however a percentage
of those Americans have discovered
they are not required, BY LAW, to
file the 1040 tax return. NOT REQUIRED.
In other words, nowhere
is there a mandatory law that states
every American must fill out a 1040
Individual Income Tax Return and
send it to the federal government.
NOWHERE.
“I can prove the above
statements are true,” says Grover
Knight, “and you need to bear in
mind, there is no silver bullet against
the IRS, yet by using their laws, we
can free ourself from bondage.”
According to Knight, the reason that
most Americans are not liable for income tax is best stated by the United
States Supreme Court and other
court decisions. “A state may not impose a charge for the enjoyment of a
right granted by the Federal ConstiMurdock v. Pennsylvania,
tution.”
319 U.S. 10.5,at 113 (1943).
This is an extremely vital point: “A
STATE - MAY NOT - IMPOSE A
CHARGE--FOR
THE
ENJOYMENT OF A RIGHT--GRANTED
FEDERAL
CONTHE
BY
According to the
STlTUTION...”
United States and the State of
Nevada (This article was written in
Nevada.), we have certain inalienable
rights. Some of those rights are a
right to labor, to own property, to enter a vocation of our choice; a right to
barter or trade and the right to conAll are non-taxable events.
tract.
The same holds true for all state conThey must be in agrccstitutions.
ment with the national Constitution
to be valid. As in the court decision
below, those who stand and protect
their rights have less to fear.
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Because these are our constitutional
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rights, we cannot--should
not--be
taxed for them...but we are being
taxed, as well as harassed and prosecuted.
According to Schiff, every
time the IRS prosecutes someone for
not filing a tax return, they do so iflegully. They use an obscure part of
Section 7203 of the Internal Revenue
Code that deals with taxes on alcohol,
tobacco and other such products
which carry a mandatory tax. It says
nothing about income tax. Besides,
says Schiff, if the system is based on
voluntary compliance, which the government readily admits, then how can
they enforce penalties for not volunteering? When you join the Army
you have to meet certain conditions.
Are these conditions based on voluntary compliance?
Of course not!
There’s a huge difference between
voluntary and mandatory.
How does the government get away
with this duplicity? Schiff attributes it
to “the culpability of the federal
judges. The law schools are involved,
as well as the whole legal profession,
including the law book publishing
companies, and especially the people
who write the commentaries on the
law. All of them have a vested interest in enforcement
of income tax
laws. Let’s face it, if the American
people knew that the income tax was
voluntary, most of them wouldn’t pay
tax. So the government has a campaign to keep them in the dark, and
the federal judges have been illegally
prosecuting Americans.
I consider
this to be the greatest hoax ever perpetrated in the history of mankind.
Schiff says that the laziness of the
American people is partly to blame.
Thirty years ago our country enjoyed
the reputation of being the richest,
the smartest, the best.
Instead of
keeping up those standards, he says,
we sat back and enjoyed the reputation and let it erode. Now America is
no longer the great country that it
was at the end of the second World
War: “Thirty years ago an American
could go out of the country and take
as much money as he wanted. There
were no restrictions -- why would
anyone want to take money out of the

country?
We had the best money
around! Also, an American of thirty
years ago could buy as much as he
wanted outside of the country and
bring it back with him. The reason?
What would he want to buy outside
the country? The best products were
made here. Now we have all these restrictions--you can’t take money out
of the country, you have to tell the
government if you have a foreign
bank account, you have to tell them
how you spend your money and what
you had for breayhst!!!

is taking too long to get the message.
It’s dead, but doesn’t know it, and its
death throes make it more dangerous
than it was when alive. How did it
die? It committed suicide. It died
because its administrators perverted
it into something the Congress never
intended it to be.” Those administrators are the Internal Revenue
Service and the Department of Justice, (Nearly every source I interviewed stressed that the Justice Department plays a major role in the tax
hoax.)

According to Knight, the voluntary
payment of income taxes for citizens
of the several states has never been
mandatory at any time in history, with
only one exception. As mentioned in
last month’s article by Ralph Bogart,
page 19, he told us that in “1942,
Congress passed the Victory Tax,
America’s first tax on wages.” Under
the Constitution, the government can
place a tax on Americans in times of
war.

Stang encourages readers to become
He realizes that many
informed.
Americans feel powerless, but actually they hold an awesome power:
“One informed, aroused American
could bring this juggernaut of totalitarian upsurpation to its knees -and could do so without risk -- simply
by serving as a juror in a federal tax
case and voting
for acquittal.”
(Hatonn: Do you now see why the
jury was made up of average or poor
jurors in the Helms case?) Just one
person can hang a jury and prevent a
conviction.
And if that happens
enough times, Stang says, eventually
Congress will “jump on the bandwagon and typically pretend to be
driving.”

This tax can only last for two years
and by law must th&n be repealed. It
was, and yet it continues to be paid,
by you, through self-assessment, voluntarily. In most cases, you sign a
Voluntary Withholding Agreement
to give to your employer (see section
3402(p) IRS Code) permission to
take your money out of your pay before you even touch it.
Another well-documented source of
information on the IRS and its illegal
activities is “Tax Scam” (1988) by
Alan Stang. Stang is a journalist who
has built his reputation
exposing
conspiracies and terrorists activities.
His expose of OSHA brought the excesses of that government agency to a
halt. He has won numerous awards
for journalistic excellence, and he is
highly respected as a speaker and radio commentator. In this latest investigation, he takes on the IRS.
Stang agrees with Schiff that the income tax is obsolete.
In fact, he
claims that it is already dead but that
“like the dinosaurs, it has a pea brain
and a primitive nervous system, which

3 ’
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Knight states the evidence is very
clear once you analyze it.
Most
Americans have been volunteering to
pay taxes they never owed 6y law.
Americans have been paying these
taxes due to fear through misintormation and misrepresentation from the
federal government and in some cases
state governments.
Among the many experts, Knight got
the opinion of a tax consultant. Fred
M. Ortiz, Hawaii.
Mr. Ortiz has
worked with the following .government agencies: Department of the
Treasury, Department of Agriculture,
Department of ,Transportation and
Department of Education.
He has
gained practical experiences in the
inner workings of government agencies and in particular, those of the Internal Revenue Service. In his opinion, he states: “The mission of the
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Service is to encourage and achieve
the highest possible degree of voluntary compliance...TI-IE FILING OF
A U.S. INDIVIDUAL
INCOME
TAX
FORM
1040 IS COMPLETELY VOLUNTARY.
YOU
ARE NOT REQUIRED
TO FILE
BECAUSE YOU ARE NOT MADE
LIABLE BY STATUTE.
The following elementary legal principle applies: IF ITS NOT IN THE
LAW, ITS NOT LAW, Senator
Henry Bellmon said in 1%9:“...the Internal Revenue Service operates on
100% bluff...” So, if you look and listen closely to the IRS’ own words,
you will see the truth about the income tax system -- you will see that
the IRS relies upon their powers to
bluff and deceive the public in order
to maintain their desired level of
“voluntary compliance”!!
Other
professionals
have given
Knight the same answers as well, that
the income tax is voluntary for most
individuals.
Knight states, “I have
learned, through these opinions, that
I’m not a person required to file a
1040 income tax return. However, I
do pay all taxes I’m liable for by law
and it has never been my intent to
evade any required taxes, break any
tax laws or keep the Internal Revenue
Service from doing their job to enforce the tax laws of this country.”
Several books have been written and
Schiff has written a number of books
on this subject, including
“The
Biggest Con: How the Government is
Fleecing You” (1976), “How Anyone
Can Stop Paying Income Taxes”
(1982). His latest release (March)
contains the newest information that
he discovered in his exhaustive investigation of the IRS and its illegal activities. Schiff has spoken in every
major city in America and has made
repeated appearances on a number of
national television programs, and has
probably been interviewed on more
radio talk shows than any one else in
the nation. He is a colorful character
who invites friends and reporters to
his tax audits and serves them donuts
and coffee while he interrogates the

auditors.
Mr. Knight is a long time resident of
Las Vegas and is involved in local,
state and national politics. He is a tax
consultant and is currently conducting one-day tax seminars involving
your rights as an individual under the
Internal Revenue laws. He presents
an in-depth study of the Internal
Revenue Code and how it pertains to
the individual and persons who are
required to pay certain taxes . . .”
END QUOTE.
**********
I AM INSERTING
THIS NOTICE
AT THIS POINT BECAUSE I HAVE
BEEN PETITIONED BY SEVERAL
ONES WHO HAVE ASKED WAYS
IN WHICH THEY COULD BEST
CONTRIBUTE
TO OUR WORK
SOME HAVE OFFERED CONTRIBUTIONS
THROUGH
THE
PHOENIX INSTITUTE AND SOME
HAVE OFFERED LOANS UNTIL
ASSETS
BECOME
AVAILABLE.
THEY HAVi!? SPECIFIED
THAT
THEY DO “NOT WANT
THE
MONEY
USED FOR GENERAL
USE BUT RATHER TO SPECIFIC
PROJECTS.”
WE THANK YOU
GRACIOUSLY FOR THE OFFER;
HOWEVER, AT THIS POINT WE
ARE EXHAUSTED AS FAR AS ACTUAL PRINTING FUNDS.
THE
NEXT JOURNALS WTLL BE DELAYED CONSIDERABLY FOR THE
EXPENSES OF PRINTING IS NOW
IN ARREARS SOME $32,000. IT IS
INDEED EXPENSIldZ TO PUBLISH
A JOURNAL EVERY 3 - 4 WEEKS
AND NOW SANANDA WlSHES TO
PUBLISH
ADDITIONAL
JOURNALS. AT THIS POINT THERE IS
NO MANNER
IN WH.ICH TO
“CATCH Up” BUT AFTER BREAKEVEN POINT,
THE REWARDS
SHOULD
RETURN
MOST
RAPIDLY

REWRITTEN
AND
BECOMES
LAW--ALL
ELSE
BECOMES A
MOOT ISSUE.
IF YOU ARE
AMONG THE ONES WHO COULD
ASSIST IN PUBLICATION EITHER
THROUGH
CONTRIBUTION
OR
LOAN AT FULL INTEREST RETURN, PLEASE RE-OFFER.
THE
PROJECTS ARE NOT THE UTMOST URGENCY WHICH IS PRESENTED BY THE IMMINENT ENSLAVEMENT OF YOU AS A PEOPLE THROUGH A NEW CONSTITUTION
WHICH IS ALREADY
LONG-WRITTENAND,
IN FACT, IS
IN
ASSUMED
USAGE
CURRENTLY
WE DO NOT INTIMIDATE, THREATEN NOR “BEG”. IT
IS FULLY UP TO EACH INDMDUAL TO PARTICIPATE IN ASSISTING
OR DECLINING--EITHER
WAY THESE ONES WILL CONTINUE TO THE UTMOST OF
THEIR ABILITY
I WONDER,
HOWEVER, HOW MANY OF YOU
COULD AFFORD TO ASSIST IF
YOU JUST HAD EVEN A PORTION
OF YOUR FEDERAL INCOME-TAX
TO USE AS YOU PERSONALLY
CHOOSE? A THOUGHT WORTH
PONDERING!?!
IT HAS NOW BECOME MANDATORYFOR US TOALLOWZU
TO
DECIDE HOW QUICKLY THESE
JOURNALS
CAN BE BROUGHT
FORTH INTO YOUR HANDS. SO
BE IT
YOU CANNOT IMAGINE
HOW DILIGENTLY THE ENEMIES
HAVE WORKED TO KEEP THIS
INFORM4TION
FROM i YOU--LEGAL FEES HAVE NOW REACHED
THE NEIGHBORHOOD
OF A
HUNDRED-THOUSAND
DOLLARS
TO STAY AFLOAT
AND CONACTUTINUE THE WRITING.
ALLY
WE CAN
SHOW
YOU
LEGALLY LA?+FUL WAYS TO ASSIST AND SAVE ADDITIONAL
SUMS IN THE PROCESS.
GOD
WORKS IN MOST MYSTERIOUS
WAYS HIS, WONDERS TO PERFORM--! AMEN!

THERE IS NOTHING IN YOUR
WORLD MORE URGENT THAN
GETTING
THIS INFORMA TION
INTO
THE PUBLICS
HANDS.
ONCE THE CONSTITUTION
IS
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WHAT OF SOCIAL SECURITY
NUMBERS?
THERE IS NO LAW
WHICH
MAKES THE SOClAL SECURITY
NUMBER MXNDATORY---YET!!
The evidence is clear indeed.
A
number had to be created for the Internal Revenue Service computers
BEFORE taxes could be collected
from Americans. To get Americans
to sign up, the government created
Social Insecurity. If you think the latter statement is not true, ask yourself
the question, why does the govemment want parents to get Social Security numbers for their children--at
birth? There is no possible reason
other than more and more ironbound control, to track your every
move--even into your bedrooms!
The evidence shows transparently
clear that most Americans have been
volunteering to pay taxes they have
never owed by law. Americans have
been paying and paying these taxes
due to fear, through total misinformation, and, in some cases, state governments.
The efforts are now abounding to
take the last vestige of privacy from
you by Constitutional- Law--NEW
CONSTITUTION--LAW
NEED A LITTLE MORE FODDER FOR THE CUD?
What of the new laws in California-soon to be nationwide: How many of
you know the following? California
takes a cut out of the pay of pilots
and flight crews FLYING INTO THE
STATE’S AIRPORTS.
Visiting athletes are taxed on the share of their
INCOMES EARNED BY GAMES
PLAYED IN CALIFORNL4.
THE
UNKINDEST
CUT
OF
ALL,
HOWEVER, IS THE SOON TO BE
TAX ON ALL PENSIONS EARNED
IN CALIFORNIA,
E?JEN WHEN
RECIPIENTS
OF THOSE PENSIONS NOW LIVE OUTSIDE THE
STATE.
The source tax is on the books and it

is current news because increased
computer capability (the beast?) has
recently made it possible to compute
the taxes and send out dunning letters. People who were assured by the
Tax Board back in the seventies, etc.,
that they owed no tax are now getting
demands for back taxes, plus penalties
of 55%
and interest charaes at lo130/o.
Example: A 72 year-old woman in
Nevada - with no state income tax
(remember the Corporations, etc., in
Nevada? NEVER forget Nevada!) is
living on $13,000 a year, and paying
off a California tax liability of $4,000
at the rate of $50 a month. If she
makes it to 80 she’ll have it paid off.
Keep your eyes open for an outfit
called Retirees to Eliminate State Income Source Tax - RESIST - and
watch theirprogress. If you’re working
in the state and ever expect to leave
it, you may find yourself wanting to
join-up.
WHERE

is in danger, chela.
6/9/90
DOOMSDAY
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We shall simply repeat that which
was removed from the computer
memory bank of yesterday.
Thank
you, Ranos, for reprogramming. Let
this be confirmation as to how important this work truly is. As soon as Israel has the Hydrogen weaponry, the
world will be hostage for they will not
hesitate to blow away the globe.
Ally? No! If you aid and abet Israel’s
doomsday weaponry you are part and
parcel of the annihilation and it will
rest heavily upon your backs as treasonists to your planet.
The Bush administration is debating
a most fateful decision: whether or
not to permit Israel to buy the U.S.produced and programmed supercomputers (Cray).

DOES IT ALL STOP?

Nowhere and never if you allow of it
to continue. Oh yes, it is indeed serious and the intent is to consume all-including you!
****

****

Alright, Dharma, your computer has
now been remotely programmed to
wipe-out
with the
code
word
“Zionist”. Let us take a break before
we repeat all that was lost to this new
bombardment.
You will please
“write” the document manually prior
to writing the words “Zionist” or
“Zionists” or “Zion”.
I am sorry,
chela. For you readers, we have again
lost over two hours of work. It was
the same code which wiped out the
document on Sunday last. First they
take out the “autosave” and then
await the code-word. We will simply
have to play the game better than
they, dear one. At present, I want
you to simply move away from this
computer for it is dangerous to you if
you continue.
We shall attend it
while you take respite. Please give
serious credence to me--your very life
5
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The drive is spearheaded openly and
publicly by the World Zionist Organization (WZO) and the Zionists
Lobby as well as the Anti-defamation
League (ADL)--all Israeli organizations, paid for by your tax dollars and
they are all tax exempt, all donations
into the funds are tax deductible.
The director of WZO is Jacques Torczyner and we will be referring to him
in the future so you might wish to retain him in your memory.
)
The aim is to obtain for Israel three
giant high-powered computer mainframes designed by the Cray Research
Corp.
are
strongly
Scientist/Advisors
against allowing Israel to have this
equipment but they are not on the
President’s advisory board of Presidentially chosFn advisors. The “real”
advisors who control your government (Henry Kissinger, et al) are
pushing hard to consummate the
“deal”.
It is not necessary to be a scientist to
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recognize that Israel’s growing nuclear arsenal threatens, not just world
peace, but ultimately the survival of
mankind. Even U.N. intelligence observers pronounce this loudly and
clearly.
You see, one faction of
“global conspirators”
desires
to
HAVE a world to control--THE
ZIONISTS
CARE
NOT
FOR
YOUR
WORLD--ONLY
CONTROL AT ALL COSTS TO THE
PLANET OR SPECIES OF MAN.
EARLY

WARNING

A little side story for your coniirmation that this is not a “lopsided”
comment
on
intent:
In 1988,
Mordechai Vanunu, a technician employed at Israel’s super-secret atom
bomb plant (oh yes, they have a big
plant--more than one) near Dimona
in the Negev Desert, left his country
to deliver an ominous warning to the
world. Good for the world--exceptionally detrimental to himself. The
Israeli government, having assembled
and stockpiled some 200 plus atomic
bombs, had begun work on thermonuclear weapons and fully intended to use them, Vanunu revealed, for his conscience would not
longer allow silence.
Very shortly after this disclosure, Vanunu was ensnared by agents of the
Mossad, Israel’s secret police, who
kidnaped the outspoken “witness of
conscience” to face a secret trial in his
homeland for “treason”, and a Iifetime in prison. Do not believe the
latter--the Israelis are not gentle
enough to allow life. You are dealing
with terrorist trainers of terrorists.
Well, hard and firm evidence has
proven Vanunu to be correct and behind-the-scenes
politicians and researchers involved have verified the
truth of it. All, without exception,
demand anonymity--but they share a
profound concern (they would like to
stay alive, too) of almost panic proportion.
A government--any government--with
three to four dozen hydrogen bombs
can stage a global holocaust of irre-

versible magnitude.
At present
(today), the only thing that stands between that awesome power and an Israeli grab for it is these supercomputers!
The Israeli alien lobby has been
stroking and bullying congressional
leaders throughout the Capital Hill
to get permits to acquire these computers legally.
They already have
black-market parts and pieces to put
the program into operation immediately upon receiving the mainframes.
Good old New York Zionist Times
came to the world’s rescue, however,
by running headlines and articles:
“.-to fear that these supercomputers
might be used to design nuclear
weapons is totally absurd--the Israelis
are our close allies--one of us! ”
This is
to put
back to
pouring

incredible propaganda staged
primarily the Jewish citizens
sleep and keep the donations
in to pay for the computers.

THIS SMALL.. WARLIKE STATE
WILL ACQUIRE THE EQUIPMENT
AND IT WILL BE USED TO TURN
OUT MEGA-WEAPONS--ALL
ECIDENCE LAZD FORTH PROVES OF
IT’
A

tion and the Jewish people, as a
whole, will not stand silent once they
understand the circumstance.
Look
what is being done to Jews in Israel
who simply suggest that Palestine has
a right to existence, also. It is always
easier to fool the ones who are a part
and parcel of yourself.
Israel is already stockpiling outlaw
atomic warheads by the hundreds-but presently it cannot perfect the
Do you really
hydrogen devices.
think your local Dr. Goldberg or
Lawyer Stein knows this? Of course
not--they are too busy donating toward the temple to restore the Biblical homeland.
They must have the supercomputers
and it is too tedious to subversively
collect the apparatus--it needs to be
through diplomatic lines of open and
exchange.
Fusion
commercial
weapons are very sophisticated to
construct and in the instance of a
small country, such as Israel, a computer of great data base must be utilized for there is no room for testing
in the country.

Since your population is now largely
integrated with Jewish people of all
tribes and the U.S. Congress over
60% controlled
by Zionists--what
would you guess the Soviet Union
would be forced to do in protection
of its own interests--of course; blast
the U.S. to get the Zionists perpetrating the holocaust. NOW HOW
DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THOSE
SHELTERS YOU DO NOT HAVE?
SO BE IT! You never thought an Israeli war would be fought on your
American lands did you? It already
is, my friends, and if you allow your
Constitution to fall you cannot even
dream in your nightmares how horrendous your lives will become.
I love the Jewish people and the unknowing Jewish people will be the
hardest hit in annihilation intent for
the Zionists will allow no insurrec-
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Fusion devices are a thousand times
more powerful than the familiar little
old nuclear bombs that devastated
your Hiroshima and Nagasaki using
the fission process, but it takes high
technology of the most sophisticated
kind to unleash the power therefrom.
To detonate a fusion weapon, a tiny
atomic bomb--that is, afision device-must be exploded by shaped TNT
charges inside the hydrogen bomb.
This series of explosions, which must
be precisely timed in nanoseconds, by
triggering devices known as krytrons
already stolen from America by
Mossad agents, generates a blast that
could smash New York City and all
its affluent suburbs with a single blow.
OR--THE BLAST COULD EMIT
ENOUGH
* NEUTRONS
TO
SLAUGHTER THE POPULA TZONS
OF LOSANGELES.
The original fusion weapons were developed in the United States and in
the Soviet Union, not with computers
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but by means of hundreds of tests and
Nevada underground bears horrendous testimony to the fact. Because
such procedures
need vast open
spaces and are easily detected, Israel
cannot follow them. The only alternative is to do the design and engineering electronically, on computergenerated models.
THAT, DEAR
FRIENDS, AT THIS TIME REQUIRES A “CRAY”. The Cray is the
most high-powered computer mainframe available at this time and can
perform the same number of calculations in an hour that lesser computers
take months and sometimes even
years to process.
TO PLACATE THE WZO AND ITS
ALLIES. LAST FALL THE BUSH
ADMZNZSTRA TZON VERY
QUZETLYAPPROWD
THE SALE OF A
SO-CALLED
MZNZ-SUPERCOMPUTER MADE BY THE CONVEX
CORP. IN TEX4S TO THE TECHNZON,
ISRAEL’S
LEADING
“DEFENSE” RESEAZKH CENTER.
THIS
CONCESSION
MERELY
WETTED
THE APPETITE
OF
THE ALIEN PRESSURE GROUPS,
WZ-ZZCHINTENSIFIED THEIR NOHOLDS-BARRED CAMPAIGN FOR
THE SUPERCOMPUTERS--WHICH
ARE ALSO TO BE SENT TO THE
DEFENSE RESEARCH
CENTER.
This is not to the bureau of reclamation and dam builders--this is to the
DEFENSE department of Israel.
ANOTHER SERIOUS PIECE OF
THE PUZZLE TO PONDER
What should particularly worry you is
that Israel has recently developed a
long-range missile, the Jericho III,
with your parts and technology. With
an easy range of over 1,500 miles, it is
capable of delivering a devastating
nuclear weapon to many sites in Europe, Africa and Asia.
Now here is a stranger tale in view of
the German “holocaust” and heinous
treatment of Zionists Jews--after the
collapse of East Germany’s communist regime, Israel is secretly obtaining a small fleet of high-powered
submarines, to be built in Germany.

The U.S. taxpayers will pay the cost
from so-called “security assistance”
funds. Still feel cuddly warm and safe
with your government protecting you
and no shelter system? What does it
require to wake up you sleepy-heads?
Is it going to require disaster and destruction?
Our denouncers act as if all the doom
and gloom is something the Higher
Hosts have conjured up to distress
your “beingness”. Well, you just believe whatever you choose to believe-but perhaps you should stop being so
hard on Claire Prophet’s group who
at least have heard the warning call.
You see--it really doesn’t matter
WHO blows you up and radiates you.
It only matters if you can take action
in advance! Here you are getting it
and yet you sleep on, dickering and
bickering over whose Sananda is
whose and whether or not Sananda is
“really” Esu Emmanuel.
Projects take second order as you
move along with the shipment of
those computer?--for they WILL get
them and you know it--unless you put
a stop to it and you show very little
probability of doing so until it is too
late to stop it.
YOU BEGIN BY Z?ECZ.AZMZNG
YOUR CONSTITUTION AND THE
RIGHTS THEREIN! GET CITIZEN
CONTROL OF CONGRESS, THE
IN-JUSTICE SYSTEM AND THE
MEDICAL
PROFESSION--FOR
THEY ARE KILLING YOU OFF
IN DROVES THROUGH
THEIR
“MEDICINE DRUGS” AND SURGICAL
MUTILATIONS.
OF
COURSE
IT WILL BE DIFFICULT, BUT REMEMBER, DOCTORS, LAWYERS, MERCHANTS
AND CHIEFS WISH TO CONTINUE LIFE A BIT LONGER
ALSO!
BEING ZIONISTS OR
JEWISH, GOY OR BLACK--NATIVE
INDIAN
OR EASTERN
GURU--ALL
PHYSICAL
MANIFESTATIONS DIE WHEN A
WORLD IS AFLAME AND THE
ATMOSPHERE
ABLAZE!
YOU
HAVEN’T
SEEN
ANYTHING
~TllIl~~l
. . . . . ..
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All of these elements put together is
the biggest threat to your world of all
time since creation. Israel is recognized on your globe as the world’s
worst nuclear outlaw, the only nation
which is known to be BUILDING
STOCICPILES of apocalyptic armaments while it scoffs at the treaties
and controls adopted by civilized nations to guard against a global holocaust.
Can Bush hold out against the pressure? Of course not; if not by persuasion, then through absolute blackmail
he will be pulled down. There is already sufficient evidence in firm concrete to impeach the man--oh yes, he
will give them the computers for he
has helped structure the foundation
of the very movement itself. Isn’t this
dangerous for us to be telling and
Dharma to be writing? Yes, there are
now daily efforts to kill her, and several others who present truth in letters and journals. They have already
removed many who failed to understand the magnitude and source of
their only protection.
FAITH

WITHOUT

WORKS?

Precious ones, please understand the
magnitude of this information--there
are no little gray aliens from the cosmos to threaten you as a people; you
don’t need little aliens to do you in-look about you and see from whence
the enemy comes and then look to
the mountains and heavens from
whence cometh thine help!b ‘Tis indeed up to you. t Your Creator has
told you to come unto Him for thine
sustenance, but you follow the fortune-tellers, palm readers and star
gazers--psychic
nonsense
will no
longer save you earthly beings. You
must stand in your human form, return unto the path of God and The
Creation and reach unto the help sent
unto thee. HE ?KlLL NOT DO OF IT
FOR THEE--HE WlLL SHOW YOU
THE WAY AND THEN YOU MUST
DO IT FOR SELF. SO BE IT AND
SELA H, FOR THIS IS THE TRUTH
OF GOD AND HE WHO WOULD
TELL
THEE
DIFFERENTLY
IS
NOT OF GOD FOR HE WOULD BE
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IN THE DESTRUCTION OF YOUR
VERY BEING
WILE
HIDING
TRUTHAND LIGHT FROM THZNE
PERCEPTION
THROUGH
THE
VEIL OF PUTRID BABBLINGS
AND
JUDGMENTAL
DENOUNCEMENTS
IN THE NAME
OF SATAN DISGUISED AS GOD.
YOU HAVE NOT MUCH LONGER
TO MAKE OF THZNE CHOZCES-HATONN
DID
NOT
CAUSE
THESE THINGS TO COME UPON
THINE
PLACEMENT--I
SUGGEST YOU COME INTO MATURITY
AND
REASON
OF
THOUGHT!
WE ARE ACCUSED
OF “PULLING ONES FROM THE
SPIRITUAL
PATH”.
NO--WE
PULL
YOU
FROM
SPIRITUALISM AND NON-REASONED
THOUGHT
AND
INTO
THE
“REALITY” OF THAT WHICH IS
MANIFESTED ABOUT YOU TO
ANNIHILATE
YOU
AS
A
SPECIES.
YOU DO WITH IT
WHAT THEE WILL.
REMEMBER, HOWEVER, IF YOU PULL
YOUR BROTHER DELIBERATELY
FROM THE PATHWAY; YOU Z-ZAVE
CZ3EATED DOUBLE JEOPARDY
UNTO SELF. No human has cause
to fear these Journals--think about it
very clearly. You denounce the Journals for you innately know the truth
of it and you are terrified--well, so are
your brothers! Join thine hands and
you can stop of this thing which is
ready to consume you. Continue to
hide and denounce truth--and the
handwriting has spelled out the consequences and I need not require
Dharma to even write it again.
Harken to the voice of God for He is
calling you! We are further accused
constantly of “attacking” ones. I’m
sorry to disillusion you ones who believe that to be so. If ones have attacked
and
placed
themselves
squarely in the path--I SHALL respond. I shall stand against evil at
every encounter and, therefore, you
who perceive
attack--look
most
carefully indeed at ALL circumstances surrounding that which you
perceive without knowledge.
Your
deadliest enemies await in the shroud
of proclaimed truthbearers. It is fully
up to you who you “follow”--1 bring

information and instructions--there is
no Guru herein to “follow”. But I do
suggest you make sure who God
might be and take up thine shield and
follow HIM.
We will give you truth of the SPIRITUAL PATH--we will not aid and
abet SPIRITUALISM!
CHECK
OUT THE DIFFERENCE!
It remains to be seen how many will read
enough of this document to find this
most important statement of the entire writing. No one told you the path
is easy, and if they have so done--they
lie unto you!
Under the very best circumstances
you can muster, Israel is a violent
troublemaker and a threat to its region. With hydrogen bombs, it will
become THE menace to all mankind.
I can only pray that you will hear and
see. The day of reckoning is at hand.
Saalome!
*******
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We again enclbse the notice of the
July 22-24, 1990 meeting in Las Vegas, the objective of which is to head
off the Constitutional Convention.

PHOENIX
JOURNALS
GREAT GIFTS.

Please note that the notice requests a
response via the questionaire.
If unable to attend we ask you to please
send in the questionaire (using perhaps only your State as your adress-for privacy), identifying yourself as a
subscriber to the Phoenix Journal
Express.

Phoenix
the
Contributions
to
Institute may be addressed to P.O.
Box 6451, Tehachapi, CA. 93582.

We thank you all so much for your
support.
Dharma and Oberli
********
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